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Abstract: A new variant of the full truckload vehicle routing problem is studied. In this problem there
are more than one delivery points corresponding to the same pickup point, and one order is allowed to
be served several times by the same vehicle or different vehicles. For the orders which cannot be as-
signed because of resource constraint. the logistics company outsources them to other logistics compa-
nies at a certain cost. To maximize its profits, logistics company decides which to be transported by
private fleet and which to be outsourced. The mathematical model is constructed for the problem. Since
the problem is NP-hard and it is difficult to solve the large-scale problems with an exact algorithm, a
hybrid genetic algorithm is proposed. Computational results show the effectiveness of the hybrid genetic
algorithm.
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1 Introduction
Vehicle Scheduling Problem (VSP) has attracted a
great deal of attention because of its complexity in
computation and wide applications in the field of lo-
gistics and transportation. According to the relation of
customer demands and vehicle capacity, VSP can be
divided into the less than truckload vehicle routing
problem (also called VRP) and the full truckload ve-
hicle routing problem (denoted by FTVRP). Com-
pared with the former, the full truckload vehicle rou-
ting problem is much less studied.
The full truckload vehicle routing problem is firstly
tackled by Ball et a1. (1983), who presented a heu-
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ristic algorithm. Desrosiers et al. (1988) assumed
that the vehicles must return to the depot after accom-
plishing the transportation tasks, and turned the prob-
lem into an asymmetric traveling salesman problem.
Skitt and Levary ( 1985) proposed a method to gener-
ate new routes, based on an LP sub-problem. Wei et
a1. (2005) used genetic algorithm to solve FTVRP
with a driving distance restriction. Huo and Zhang
(2006) and Gronalt et al. (2003) presented an im-
proved saving algorithm for the problem, considering
both the fixed and variable cost of vehicles. Liu et al.
(2010) introduced a task selection and routing prob-
lem in which a truckload carrier received tasks from
shippers and other partners, and made a selection be-
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gistics distribution network in the problem, where
vertex set V includes the depot 0 and the customer set
Vc = i1 ,2 ,3 , ... , n I , and A is arc set. Orders of the
logistics company constitute arcs subsets Ao and Ao C
A, with the order demand q;j' Each order 0 ij has both
a pickup point i and a delivery point j. Let K = i 1 ,
2 , ... ,m f be the vehicle set, where m is the number
of available vehicles. The capacity of the vehicles is
denoted by Q; loading time and unloading time at
node i are denoted by p; and di , respectively; F;j
presents visit times of order O;j; c ij means the travel
cost of vehicles on the arc (i,j) , which is equal to the
distance of arc ( i ,j) in this study; the average speed
of the vehicles is represented by Sp, and the maxi-
mum duration of a vehicle is T. The logistics compa-
ny accepts an order at a certain price w, and outsourc-
es an order at the cost w'. The objective of the logis-
tics company is to maximize its profit.
The vehicles are required to satisfy the following
constraints: 1) the number of vehicles is limited; 2)
the maximum load of each route does not exceed the
vehicle capacity at each node; 3) the total duration of
each route does not exceed the maximum duration.
To construct the formulation, we use nk to represent
the number of customers served in route (vehicle) k,
and rki to represent the ith customer in the route ( vehi-
cle) k, where r kO = rk(nk +1) =0. zij is a decision varia-
bles, and sign ( x) is an auxiliary variable. We pro-
pose the formulation based on routes which was ever
used for VRP by Jiang et al. (1999). Formulations
for FTVRPP are as follows:
Maximize:
(2)
(3)
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Subject to:
F . (q;j) 1ij =mt Q +
tween a private vehicle and an external carrier to serve
each task. Sun (2012) dealt with a variant of FrVRP
in which vehicles were not required to return the depot
after it completed the task. He proposed an adaptive
genetic algorithm and PSO algorithm with near neigh-
bor interactions to solve it.
However, there are some shortages in the existing
literature: 1) their objectives are to minimize the
cost, lacking in the research with the objective of
maximizing the profits. Since logistics enterprises
barely reject orders from customers to protect their
own reputation during the practical operations, it re-
sults in a situation where orders cannot be completed
on time under limited resources when the peak de-
mand occurs. In order to deal with the situation, the
logistics company will outsource some orders to other
logistics companies at a certain cost. To maximize its
profits, logistics company will decide which to be
transported by private fleet and which to be out-
sourced. 2) the problems studied are assumed that one
pickup point only corresponds to one delivery point,
meanwhile, one order is only served by the same ve-
hicle. This is not practical as a factory or warehouse
may delivery goods to many customers. When the de-
mand of a customer is more than the capacity of vehi-
cles, in addition, it is not necessary to require to be
served by the same vehicle.
To overcome these shortages, this paper analyzes
the more general full truckload vehicle routing prob-
lem with profits. In this problem, it is allowed that
there are more than one delivery points corresponding
to the same pickup point, and one order is served sev-
eral times by the same vehicle or different vehicles.
The objective is to maximize the profits of the logis-
tics company. We call the problem the full truckloads
vehicle routing problem with profit (denoted by
FTVRPP). Since the problem includes Chinese Post-
man Problem, it is also NP-hard. It is difficult to
solve the large scale problem with an exact algorithm,
therefore, a hybrid genetic algorithm is proposed to
solve it.
2 Problem definition and formulation
load ~ Q
'ki'k(i+l)
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The full truckload vehicle routing problem with profit
can be defined as follows: Let G = ( V,A) be the 10-
nk(I (Prk(i-l) + drJ ork(i_W) +
i =2
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={I if there exists an order from node i to j (7)
oij
ootherwise
={I if the order oij is finished by private fleet (8)
zij
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In these formulations, the objective Eq. (1) maxi-
mizes the profit, which is equal to total revenue mi-
nus the sum of transportation cost and outsourcing
cost. Constraint (2) implies that the serve times of
each order are determined both by the vehicle capacity
and customer demands. Constraint (3) ensures that
each order is either finished by the logistics company
or outsourced, and the serve times should be met if
finished by the company itself. Constraint (4) re-
quires the load capacity is not exceeded. Constraint
(5) ensures that the maximum duration of each route
T is not exceeded. Constraint (6) requires the num-
ber of routes is less than or equal to that of available
vehicles. Constraints (7) -( 9) ensure 0ij' Zij and
sign (x) are binary variables, respectively.
3 Design of hybrid genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is firstly presented by Hol-
land (1975) from the University of Michigan, origi-
nating from the study of natural and artificial adaptive
systems. GA imitates the principles of selection,
crossover and mutation during the process of heredity
and evolution in organisms, through which adaptive
search procedure for optimal solution can be
achieved. GA offers a generic framework to solve
complex optimization problems. The past researches
show GA can obtain better solutions, hence we em-
ploy GA to assign the orders and use modified saving
algorithm and sweep algorithm solve the routes of pri-
vate fleet, respectively.
Randomly binary encoding is firstly used to decide
which orders are outsourced and initial populations are
obtained. Then improved saving algorithm and sweep
algorithm are applied to the orders of private fleet to
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gain the transportation routes. Then selection, cross-
over and mutation operators are used and the process
is iterated until the termination condition is met. The
proposed algorithm is as follows in detail.
3.1 Orders preprocessing
Visiting times Fij of each order are calculated accord-
ing to Eq. (2). If F i} is greater than 1 , then set up
Fij -1 virtual orders. Then, all the orders are enco-
ded where O~j (or 0') presents Ith order, of which
pickup node is i and delivery node is j.
32 Generation of chromosome and initial population
Each order corresponds to a gene, whose value is 1 or
0, indicating the order is either finished by itself or
outsourced. And the length of chromosome is equal to
number of the orders L. The value of O~j is calculated
by Eq. (10).
0' ={I the Ith order is finished by private fleet (10)
'1 0 the Ith order is outsourced
The chromosome generated is shown in Fig. 1,
where X is an individual, while length of the chromo-
some is L. The size of population is 50 in this study.
x = 01011'''101
'----y-----'
L
Fig. 1 Encoding of individual
3.3 Route arrangement of private fleet
All the genes of which value is 1 in chromosome are
picked up to arrange the routes. Since the problem is
NP-hard, two heuristic algorithms are proposed in this
paper to solve it: improved saving algorithm and im-
proved sweep algorithm. In section .. computational
results and analysis", results of the two different
methods are compared.
3.3.1 Improved saving algorithm
Saving algorithm is presented by Clark and Wright
( 1964) to solve VRP. However, saving algorithm
cannot be directly used in the full truckload vehicle
routing problem. Therefore, original saving algorithm
is modified in this paper. Compared to the original
saving algorithm, our proposed improved saving algo-
rithm is different in two ways: 1) to adapt the full
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truckload vehicle routing problem, the new calculat-
ing formulation of saving value is proposed; 2) tour-
nament and roulette wheel selections are used to gen-
erate saving list instead of sorting link in the decrea-
sing order, which is similar to the one applied by
Pichpibul and Kawtummachai (2012) to VRP. Our
proposed algorithm is as follows in detail.
( 1) Computation of saving values
Let 0 be the set of all orders to be finished by the
i,
o
(a) Wayl
i ,
n n
logistics company. The size of set 0 is Jl j2;1 Fij zij ,
V I] /2 0 . . . . V h tho , 0 E , II' Iz , Jl , h E c7 were e corre-
sponding arcs of 0/1 , 0/2 are arc ( i l '}l) and arc (iz ,
}z). The cost of finishing the orders separately is SI ,
where
SI = co· + c·· + C 0 + co· + c·· + C 0 (11)I[ 'IJI JI n '2/2 J2
They are shown in Fig. 2.
i,
(b) Way2
i ,
If the two orders are chosen to be finished consecu-
tively by the same route, there are two ways to com-
bine them: 0_0/1 _0/2 _0 and 0_0/2 _0/1_0. As shown in
Fig. 3, the cost in these two ways Sz and S3 are,
respectively, calculated by Eqs. (12), (13).
Fig.3 Two connecting ways of orders
selections to generate a new savings list. The steps
are as follows.
CDThe savings are sorted in descending order first-
ly. The tournament size n I in selections is a random
number between 2 and 6. The top n I savings in the
saving list is chosen.
(2) Roulette wheel is used to select savings number.
Selection probability of savings number in saving list
with savings value Sp is Pp'
S
Pp =----;!- (15)
ISp
i =1
@A random number r between 0 and 1 is generated to
decide which savings number to be chosen. If Pl +
Pz +... +Pj - l <r <Pl +Pz +... +Pj , then} is selected.
@If the constraints are still satisfied after combing
the routes, the routes and saving list are updated and
corresponding saving value will be deleted from the
saving list; If not, combination of the orders will be
canceled. Then tum to @.
@If the saving list is void, tum to @, if not , tum
to (2).
@Insert the order that is the only one in the route
into other routes by minimizing travel cost. After-
wards, the operation is terminated and the solution is
output.
(12)
(13 )
i ,
Fig. 2 Visiting orders separately
i,
Sz =co· +c·· +c· +c.. +c· oI] Ill] JI 12 '2/2 J2
S3 =CO· + c· + c.. + c·· + c· 0
'2 '2/2 J211 'IJI J]
The savings value connecting 0/1 and 0/2 , SO/10/2 is
calculated by Eq. (14).
SO/]0/2 =S,-min(Sz,S3) (14)
Note that there are two connecting ways when the
route of each of two orders has only one order, other-
wise there is only one connecting way.
( 2) Combing the routes based on tournament and
roulette wheel selections
The original saving algorithm always sorts link in
the decreasing order to generate standard savings list,
but our approach arranges link by adapting the combi-
nation of ideas between tournament and roulette wheel
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3.3.2 Improved sweep algorithm
Sweep algorithm is to divide the nodes inlo different
groups by rotating a radial around the depot, and to
sort the nodes by angular coordinate. As each order
has two nodes in FrVRPP, the classic sweep algo-
rithm is difficult to apply to rrVRPP directly.
Hence, we propose an improved sweep algorithm.
sorting the orders by the relative distance. Steps of
the improved algorithm are as follows.
( 1) The nodes of orders arc divided into two sub-
sets: one is the pickup nodes subset OJ and the other
is the delivery nodes subset °2 " For example. if there
is an order o:lh' then it E °1, and jl E °1,
(2) Selecting the first order. Let fa be an order
number that is randomly chosen from 0 and the corre-
sponding order 0 14 with arC(ial).) is the first order 10
be served after the vehicle departures from the depot.
Then. ia,ja are, respectively, deleted from 0 1 and o~.
Arc (it ,JI) is shown in Fig. -l
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(-l) If maximum duration constraint is satisfied, the
order Olb with arc ( ib ,Jb) is inserted into the route,
just behind order 0
'
., as shown in Fig. 6; otherwise.
a new route is constructed with order 0 1_. Nodes ib
and j& are deleted from 0t and °2 , respectively, and
set fa =/b'
(5) If there are siill some orders unfinished. tum to
(3); If not, terminate the operations and output the
solutions.
i.
Fig. 6 lnsening ne.~l order into route
o " ,. "
'v----vi
3.4 Fitness function
'~
~.
i.
Fig.4 First order of roule
(J) Selecting the next order. Distances between ja
and the pickup nodes in 01 are calculated. and the
pickup node with the shortest distance is selected.
which corresponds to the order number fb • The sweep-
ing process for the nearest pickup node is shown in
Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 Sweep for nearest pickup node !O
delivery node of las! order
In genetic algorithm, fitness function is used to evalu-
ate the solutions and control their probability to sur-
vive. The optimization goal of this paper is to maxi-
mize the profit function f( x).
Since the vehicle number constraint has not been
considered during route arrangement. a penalty value
is added when the number of routes is greater than
that of available vehicles. The new objective function
isj'(x) =f(x)~M(number of routes-m). which
decreases survive probability of infeasible solutions.
Fitness of all the solutions must be posilive to ensure
the accuracy of probabilily to survive. Hence. the fit-
ness function F( x) is as follow:
F(x) = [1'(.<) 1'(.<) > 0 (16)
o 1'(.<) '" 0
3.5 Selection, crossovef and mutation
The roulette wheel selection is applied in this paper to
choose relatively better solulions and copy them to
next generation.
One-point crossover operator is applied between two
randomly chosen chromosomes where the location of the
crossover points is randomly selected. GA perfomlS bel-
ter when crossover probability P~ is set to 0.7.
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The mutation operator first selects a gene value on
a chromosome with a mutation probability P,", then
flips the gene value from 0 to 1, or from 1 to
O. Fig. 7 shows the computational results by different
p .. in this algorithm, from O. 02 to O. 20. When muta-
tion probability p .. is nearO.14, average fitness of the
corresponding solutions is superior 10 the others.
Therefore, mutation probability P," in this paper is set
to 0.14.
2502
-GA+uv,ng algorllbm
-GA+$weep algorubm
24860 0.02 004 0.06 0080100.120.140.16018020
and to be outsourced are shown separately in the ta-
ble, firstly. Then, routes of orders finished by private
fleet by saving algorithm and sweep algorithm are
presented. Comparisons on other items, such as profit,
number of vehicles used, empty-loading ratio, and
the average of durationlT, arc also shown in Tab. 3.
Tab. I Customers coordinate information
v,
"
J, V,
"
J,
3.0 25.5 10 2.' 6.0
2 7.2 27.0 11 7.' 7.5
3 15.6 23.7 12 24.0 9.0
4 25.2 27.0
"
28.5 3.0
5 7.' 2<1.9 14 19.0 29.0
6 12.0 21.0 15 7.2 I.,
7 18.9 22.8 16 20. -4 2 1
8 24.6 21.0 17 25.5 3.0
9 L5 21.0
Tab. 2 Ordtrs information
,'. ;. i. qi.l. ,'. i. i. qlJ.
6 \6.00 10 12 11 6.28
2 9 6 6.59 11 2 10 14.62
3 14 6 !9.15 12 10 3 9.56
4
"
6 6.63
"
15 4 9.98
5 7 6 27.43 14 11 15 19.81
6 12 17 17.16 15 9 15 18.52
7 12 8 18.89 16 9 16 29.78
8 12 3 18.2() 17 5 9 9.29
9 12 1 7.53
Tab.J Computational results
Items
GA based on improved GA based on improved
saving algorilhm sweep algorithm
7.9.10.13.16,\17 1,10,13,16
0-7-5-17·2-0
O.o-8-3·1I'{)
O-S·5-11.{l
0·2-8·5-11-0
0-12-3-11-14-{J
0,(,"';·5-1HI
O-14-6-4-IS.(J
0-12·)-5-1-0
0-6-7-3-1S,()
0·1-14-14-IS-O
O.g.g·9-O
2506.01 2506.42
5 6
38.84 44.60
0.62 0.67
"
2
Mutlhon probability
Fig.7 Average fitness by different p.
3.6 Termination conditions
The algorithm stops when a specified number iter of
iterations is reached. In this study, iter is set to 100.
4 Numerical experiments
The hybrid genetic algorithms based on saving algo-
rithm and sweep algorithm are programmed in Visual
Basic 6.0 and implemented on a Pentium Dual T5250
with a 1.5 GHz processor.
4.1 Basic data of case
A logistics company ha'\ 6 vehicles for the distribu-
tion, and capacity of each vehicle Q = lOt: maxi-
mum duration of each vehicle is 8 h: average speed
Sp of vehicles is equal to 40 kmlh; income of each
order is lOOFij ; cost of each order is 20Fij' Custom-
ers coordinate infonnation is shown in Tab. 1, and or·
der infonnation is shown in Tab. 2.
42 Computational results and analysis
Table 3 shows the computational results derived from
hybrid genetic algorithm, which also makes compari·
sons on the two different methods to arrange roules of
private fleet. Orders to be assigned to the private fleet
Orders finished
by the private fleet
Routes of orders
Profit
Number of vehicles
Empty-loading r.uio
Average of durntionlT
CPU lime(s)
{1,2.J.4,S,6.
8.11.12.14,15}
{2 ,3,4,5.6.7.8.9.
11.!2,!4,15.]7}
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Wang , S. , 2008. Study on multi depots  vehicle  routing  problem  and 
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Xia, G. I. , Zeng , J. , 2007. A stochastic particle swarm optimization 
algorithm based  on the genetic  algorithm  of roulette  wheel  selec- 
tion.  Computer Engineering  & Science , 29 ( 6 ) : 51-54. 
The results show GA based on improved sweep al- 
gorithm  can  obtain  slightly  better  solution  than  GA 
based on improved  saving algorithm.  Moreover , 
former is obviously faster than the latter. 
the 
5 Conclusions 
In the peak period of the demand , to outsource some 
orders can ensure the quality of service and improve 
customer loyalty when available vehicles are limited. 
Therefore , with the objective of maximizing profits , 
the mathematical formulation is established , which 
takes revenue , numbers of vehicle , work hours of ve- 
hicles , capacity of vehicles and outsourcing cost into 
consideration. Since the problem is NP-hard , hybrid 
genetic algorithms based on improved saving algo- 
rithm and improved sweep  algorithm ,  respectively , 
are proposed in this study. Finally , computational re- 
sults show that genetic algorithm based on the im- 
proved sweep algorithm is a better method to solve the 
problem. 
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